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PERSONALISED OAK BOOT JACK

SKU: BJOAK15033050
£29.17 Excl. VAT

FREE ENGRAVING!
Easy to use - great when you're in a rush
Solid oak - tough enough for constant use
Personalisation - make it belong in your
home
Sustainable sources - great ecological
credentials
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PERSONALISED OAK BOOT JACK

This personalised oak boot jack, often known as a boot pull, is an ideal solution for removing wet and muddy
boots and wellies. Simply slide your heel into the recess and pull out your foot. The wooden surround of the
boot puller will grip the bottom part of your boot as you lift. After a hard day out in the fields or hiking the hills,
take the strain out of removing your footwear and keep your hands clean and dry.

Ideal for everyday use and particularly useful to those who suffer from certain conditions. These conditions
might include bad backs, arthritis and Parkinson's disease. It has hole in the "heal" for hanging on a hook or nail
to save space when not in use. It is the perfect accompaniment in your porch, boot room, foyer or entrance hall.

A Great Looking Boot Pull with Ecological Credentials

We manufacture the wooden boot jack from sustainably sourced oak so it is not only ecological but built to last.

Never has the classic wooden wellington boot remover been so attractive, crafted from solid oak we build it to
last. It is finished in lacquer which not only enhances the oak but offers an additional layer of protection.

One Boot Jack......Many Boots, Shoes & Sizes

Our boot jack is great across a wide range of boot types. It's great as a wellington boot remover, a cowboy boot
jack or simply just a shoe remover. Its design means that boots and shoes of all shapes and sizes can be easily
removed, from little feet to big foot.

Customise your Boot Jack

Why don't you personalise your wooden boot remover as a finishing touch to your home or a great gift for the
walker? A personalised Oak Boot Jack could be the perfect gift. Treat yourself or a loved one to a unique
personalised boot remover.

Having removed muddy boots where better to store them than our Oak Welly Rack.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 0.5 kg

Dimensions 330 × 150 × 50 mm

Wood Oak

Finish Lacquered

Options & Features Customisable

Colour Natural
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